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Are social brain responses domain specific, or do domain-general but socially prevalent cognitive processes
drive activity in this network? In this issue ofNeuron, Konovalov et al. (2021) address this by dissociating gen-
eral sociality from reactivity, one defining feature of social interactions.
Since the concept of the ‘‘social brain’’—a

network of brain regions recruited during

social inference—was first put forward

(Frith, 2007), the domain specificity of

these regions has remained a long-stand-

ing question. While many psychological

and neural processes contribute to social

behavior, such as emotion recognition in

the amygdala, pain processing in the in-

sula, or reward valuation in the orbitofron-

tal cortex, these processes are usually not

specific to the social context andmaywell

be deployed in non-social situations

(Adolphs, 2009). Yet, the ability to infer

other people’s mental states is thought

to be uniquely social, and whether it is

exclusively mediated by neural processes

in social brain regions remains unclear

(Spunt and Adolphs, 2017).

The overarching question could be

summarized as follows: is activity

commonly observed in a specific set of

brain regions during social tasks unique

and specific to social contexts, or,

instead, do these neural responses show

process-related commonalities that are

not unique to but particularly prevalent in

social situations? Examples of such pro-

cesses include uncertainty and reactivity

of the environment (FeldmanHall and

Shenhav, 2019; Rusch et al., 2020).

In this issue of Neuron, Konovalov et al.

(2021) contribute to this long-standing

question, focusing on reactivity, which

they define as ‘‘any situation in which

environmental events are influenced by

the individual’s behavior.’’ By manipu-

lating the context and reactive structure

of a widely used economic decision

game, they set out to dissociate the ef-

fects of social from non-social contexts,

as well as context-independent reactivity,

on behavioral and neural responses. In a
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between-subject design, 60 participants

played either a socially or non-socially

framed version of the matching pennies

gamewhile undergoing fMRI. Each partic-

ipant played two opponents that followed

distinct strategies: an active learner oppo-

nent, whose actions were responsive to

the participant’s previous choices, and a

passive sequencer opponent, whose ac-

tions were independent of the partici-

pant’s choices and solely determined by

its own previous choices (Figure 1A). In

the social condition, participants were

led to believe they would play a game of

hide and seek against two different

human opponents. On each trial, their

goal was to correctly predict at which of

two possible locations the opponent

hid a coin. The non-social condition was

instructed as a card-guessing game

featuring two distinct decks of cards. Par-

ticipants had to predict the next card

drawn from the deck to obtain a reward.

They were explicitly instructed that the

decks were sorted according to different

criteria. In practice, only the cover story

differed across contexts. The algorithms

defining the opponents’ actions and

card-decks’ sequences were identical in

both contexts (i.e., one was reactive, the

second ignored participants’ choices).

Participants completing the socially

framed task successfully adapted their

behavior to the two opponents

(Figure 1A). Against the sequencer, their

choices were driven by the opponents’

forgone actions while their own past

choices had no influence. Conversely,

against the learner, participants’ own, but

not the opponent’s, previous choices pre-

dicted participants’ decisions. No such

opponent dissociation was evident in the

non-social framing. Against both algo-
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rithms, participants’ behavior appeared to

follow the sequencer strategy; that is, pre-

vious draws from the card decks predicted

participants’ subsequent choices. This

suggests that participants failed to detect

and/or use the reactive structure in the

non-social setting.

The fMRI analyses revealed several

interesting patterns. While the authors

focused on seven a priori regions of

interest from the social brain, most of their

findings, especially those concerned with

the dissociation of sociality from reac-

tivity, involved two key regions: the right

temporoparietal junction (rTPJ) and the

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC).

First, both regions, as well as other social

brain regions examined, responded to the

reactivity of the environment (i.e., showed

stronger blood-oxygen-level-dependent

responses when participants played the

reactive than the non-reactive opponent/

deck) irrespective of social context. This

suggests that the social brain may be

more involved in processing the reactivity

of the environment rather than the

social context per se. Nevertheless, the

two hypotheses are not mutually exclu-

sive, and the rTPJ, but not the dmPFC,

also responded to the social context,

specifically showing increased response

to outcomes (win versus loss) in the

social relative to the non-social condition.

On the other hand, feedback-related

activity in the dmPFC, but not in the

rTPJ, reflected individual differences in

participants’ tendency to adapt their

behavior to the reactive opponent in the

social condition. These findings suggest

that while the rTPJ processes the reac-

tivity of the environment in a domain-

general way, the dmPFC may be more

involved with the specific implementation
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Figure 1. Behavioral and neural dissociation between sociality and reactivity
(A) Graphical 23 2 illustration of the two algorithms (rows) participants played against—learner (reactive) and sequencer (non-reactive)—and contexts (columns)
participants were assigned to—social (interacting with two supposedly human opponents) or non-social (interacting with two non-randomly sorted decks of
card). Behavioral modeling results suggest that participants successfully adapted their behavior to the respective opponent in the social learner (top left, k > 0)
and the social and non-social sequencer conditions (bottom row, g > 0), as indicated by checkmarks. However, participants’ behavioral strategy in the non-social
learner setting was less clear (top right, indicated by the question mark). Participants did not adapt to the reactive structure in the card deck (k = 0); instead, they
seem to rely on a similar strategy as against the sequencer opponent (g > 0).
(B) fMRI results suggest that the rTPJ processes the reactivity of the environment regardless of social context, while dmPFC responses predict individual use of
the relevant behavioral strategy against the social learner.
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of the socially relevant behavioral strategy

(Figure 1B).

Overall, these results provide novel in-

sights into several important and unan-

swered questions in social neuroscience.

They indicate that social brain responses

may be more sensitive to the computa-

tional demands of the problem at play

rather than to the social context per se,

supporting the hypothesis that neural re-

sponses in the social brain are not

uniquely social (Adolphs, 2009). Further,

they highlight a functional dissociation

between the rTPJ and the dmPFC in this

process, with the former more involved

in a domain-general detection of reactivity

and the latter sensitive to individual differ-

ences in its behavioral implementation in

social contexts.

A main strength of this study comes

from the fully orthogonalized task design,

whereby reactivity and social context

were independently manipulated. Yet,

the behavioral strategies participants de-

ployeddid not fullymatch this dissociation:

while participants in the social context

adequately integrated the learner-oppo-

nent’s reactive actions into their own

choices, participants in the non-social

context failed to do so and behaved simi-

larly against both opponents. Given the

cover stories used, it is conceivable that
participants were primed to think that

reactivity would be much more likely to

occur in a social context, while reactivity

in an inanimate deck of cards is less likely

to even be considered. While simple reac-

tivity is possible in real-life non-social situ-

ations (e.g., climate is influenced by human

action), most situations involving reactivity

(and strategic settings in particular) involve

a social presence (i.e., other people react-

ing to my actions), making reactivity a

feature of the environment that is primarily

social. This raises the question of how to

appropriately interpret the fMRI results

related to the dissociation between reac-

tivity and social context, when behavior

does not fully reflect this dissociation. A

possible explanation is that the social brain

does detect reactivity regardless of social

context but then deems it irrelevant for

behavior in a non-social context (or rele-

vant in a social context). This is where

the dmPFC may come into play to deploy

the ‘‘correct’’ behavioral strategy in a

context-relevant manner.

Added to this is the surprising finding

that the computational tracking of envi-

ronmental reactivity in the rTPJ was

numerically higher—and, in fact, only sig-

nificant—in the non-social context. This

may suggest that in a context where reac-

tivity of the environment is not expected
(i.e., non-social), the rTPJ response to

this feature is stronger given that it is

more surprising. Yet, the fact that it is

not used in behavior remains puzzling.

These intriguing possibilities warrant

further investigations in future studies.

As the authors discuss, it is important to

keep in mind that social brain regions are

recruited inmyriad social situations where

reactivity is not present, such as learning

from and about other people in tasks

without any strategic components (see

Charpentier andO’Doherty, 2018, for a re-

view). This could also help interpret some

of the fMRI results, whereby the rTPJ (1)

exhibits responses that are independent

of reactivity (e.g., outcome 3 context

interaction) and (2) is recruited when reac-

tivity is present but not used in behavior,

suggesting that it could be involved in im-

plementing a different behavioral strategy

in that context.

A key component of social interactions

that the social brain is likely involved in, in

addition to reactivity, is uncertainty (Feld-

manHall and Shenhav, 2019; Rusch

et al., 2020; Charpentier et al., 2020).While

many non-social situations involve uncer-

tainty—for example, gambling decisions

with different levels of risk or reinforcement

learning with varying reward contin-

gencies—several sources of uncertainty
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in the world appear to be inherently social

(FeldmanHall and Shenhav, 2019). Specif-

ically, FeldmanHall andShenhavdefine so-

cial uncertainty as ‘‘the degree to which a

person’s uncertainty about (i.e., inability

to precisely predict) their own future states

and actions depends on their uncertainty

about the states and actions of others.’’

Fully dissociatingsocial context anduncer-

tainty may thus prove difficult, especially

given that the engagement of social infer-

ence computations seems to increase as

uncertainty in the environment increases

(Rusch et al., 2020). While many of the

mechanisms by which the brain learns

and reduces uncertainty may be common

to social and non-social sources of uncer-

tainty (e.g., prediction error learning; see

Joiner et al., 2017, for a review), it remains

possible that additional ‘‘uniquely social’’
3238 Neuron 109, October 20, 2021
processes come into play, such as impres-

sion formation and perspective taking. The

process and domain specificity of the so-

cial brain in responding to uncertainty re-

mains a widely open question and, we

believe, amajor challenge of the field of so-

cial neuroscience for the decades to come.
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